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The Society of the Spectacle was written, as Guy Debord
once put it, ‘with the deliberate intention of doing harm
to spectacular society’.1 Following the book’s publica-
tion in 1967, he and the Situationist International (SI)
declared that it sought ‘nothing other than to overthrow
the existing relation of forces in the factories and the
streets’, and that it ‘makes no attempt to hide its a priori
engagement’ in revolutionary social change.2 Its inten-
ded audience were all ‘those who are enemies of the ex-
isting order and who act efficaciously, starting from this
position’,3 not the academics and cultural commentators
who would later come to adopt it. Debord reserved par-
ticular contempt for such ‘specialists of the semblance of
discussions’, especially when they claimed to find value
in The Society of the Spectacle whilst shying away from
its formidable militancy. ‘Of all those who have quoted
from this book in order to acknowledge some importance
in it’, he wrote in 1979, ‘I have not seen one up till now
who took the risk to say, even briefly, what it was about’.4

The situation is not vastly different today: The So-
ciety of the Spectacle is often valued as a description of
certain aspects of modern society, rather than as an at-
tempt to articulate that society’s transformation. This
is not to deny that the book can be employed as a use-
ful tool or reference point in such descriptions. Debord
himself acknowledged this, albeit disparagingly: ‘The
critical concept of spectacle’, he wrote, ‘can undoubtedly
... be vulgarised into a commonplace hollow formula of
sociologico-political rhetoric to explain and abstractly
denounce everything, and thus serve as a defence of the
spectacular system’.5 Yet the book was meant to do more
than this. It was intended to function not just as an in-
terpretation of modern society, but in a manner more
akin to a work of strategy, that is, as an intellectual com-

ponent of a practical, concrete and decidedly combative
project of social change.

Debord once stated that he was ‘not a philosopher’,
but rather ‘a strategist’.6 This stance became more prom-
inent in his work during the 1970s, when he became
increasingly preoccupied with theorising the patterns
of intrigue, surveillance and manoeuvre that followed
the uprisings of 1968.7 He was, however, fascinated by
strategy and military history throughout his life, and a
‘strategic’ approach to the role of radical theory can be
discerned in his work from at least the late 1950s onwards.
He became increasingly invested in Hegelian Marxism
and the theme of praxis at that time, and by the early
1960s, he had come to the view that the SI needed to
produce theory capable of identifying, clarifying and fa-
cilitating such praxis in the revolutionary pursuit of a
new form of social life. In many respects, these efforts
culminated in The Society of the Spectacle. Like a work
of strategy, that book attempted to set out the nature,
stakes and challenges of an impending social conflict;
and, like any piece of strategy, its value, for Debord, could
only be ascertained practically.

This means that one of the ways in which this book
might be assessed today is by treating it on its own terms
and considering just how efficacious its analyses really
were. I shall touch on this below. My primary aim, how-
ever, is preliminary to such an assessment: I want to
demonstrate that The Society of the Spectacle was indeed
meant to function as a contribution towards a project
of social transformation, rather than as a mere work of
‘sociologico-political rhetoric’. This will require recon-
structing the ideas that underpin its uncompromising
drive towards praxis. Doing so will lead to the view that
Debord may have been rather more of a philosopher than
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he wanted to admit, insofar as his ‘strategic’ book rests
upon a set of philosophical ideas about time, history and
social life.

‘Historical life’

Debord’s theory of ‘spectacle’ is centred around a broadly
young-Marxian view of social life, according to which the
latter is an ongoing, mutable construction. On this view,
the history of human society is a process of constant so-
cial change and conflict, in which the norms and practices
that articulate social activity are steadily generated, em-
ployed, contested and revised. This is a self-constitutive
process, for Debord; history is not governed or steered
by anything other than human action. It is not always
conducted in a fully self-determining manner, however,
because the structures that emerge within it can frame
their inhabitants’ understanding of their own collective
agency in flawed, partial and socially divided ways.

For Debord, modern society had afforded the possib-
ility of making this process a free, collective and fully
self-determining affair. He and the SI held that this soci-
ety’s tremendous capacity to shape its environment and
to mould lived experience evidenced the possibility of a
new and more self-conscious form of ‘historical life’8 (his
term for forms of social existence marked by an aware-
ness of historical mutability). Because practically every
aspect of social life had become shaped and constructed
by human agency, modern society was held to harbour
the potential for a new mode of life in which that process
of historical construction could become enriched, ludic
and collectively self-determining. Yet the phenomena
that evidenced this possibility also kept it in check. So-
ciety’s new powers to shape life operated through a set
of economically derived structures that had taken on a
degree of autonomy from their producers. Modern soci-
ety had thus become subordinated to a set of alienated
instantiations of its own collective power to shape itself
in time.

Debord maintained that this predicament was due,
primarily, to the ‘colonisation of everyday life’ by the
commodity.9 The latter had entailed the articulation of
social life by fixed models and templates for behaviour,
interaction and subjective identity. These reified norms,
or ‘images’ of life, were held to govern life’s practical
conduct in ways that suited the needs of an effectively

‘autonomous economy’.10 Debord’s theory thus describes
a social context in which such subjects act and interact
in response to the options and incentives presented to
them but which they do not fully control; a world in which
they have become alienated ‘performers’ within a kind
of collective ‘show’ – an alternative translation of the
French spectacle. Spectacular society is thus a society
marked by stifled potential: by the separation of social
individuals from their collective capacity to shape their
own lived time, and by the consequent denigration of
their ability to govern their own collective future.

This is why the book is so concerned with tempor-
ality. The Society of the Spectacle contains two entire
chapters on time, and references to time and history
occur throughout its pages. It casts modern society as
having become characterised by a merely ‘contemplat-
ive’ relation to its own historical existence. In response,
The Society of the Spectacle – which Debord claimed to be
‘communist if it is anything’11 – frames the modern re-
volution not solely as a demand to take collective control
of the means of production, as in classical conceptions
of communism, but rather as an attempt to lay claim to
the available means of producing and shaping lived ex-
perience in time. Indeed, ‘the spectre haunting modern
society’ for Debord was ‘history itself’.12 The aim was
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not to establish a perfect and static social formation, but
rather to create a more fluid and mobile condition, in
which collective social existence would ‘at last be able to
surrender itself joyously to the true divisions and never-
ending confrontations of historical life’.13

Debord’s theory, then, is not just an account of that
which is ‘contemplated’ (a society shaped by the com-
modity, or the latter’s cultural derivatives). Rather, it was
meant to capture the predicament and arrested possibil-
ities that such ‘contemplation’ entails, and thereby both
the stakes and the aims of a revolutionary project that
would respond to that predicament. His book thus ad-
dresses ‘the historical moment in which we are caught’14

not just by describing some of the primary features of
that moment, but rather by trying to identify, express
and contribute towards resolving the very condition of
being ‘caught’ in history.

Totality

The manner in which the theory does this relies on an
attempt to think society as a totality. ‘Methodologically’,
Debord wrote in a letter of 1964, ‘the centre of revolution-
ary dialectical thought is the concept of the totality’.15

Revolutionary theory needs to understand the dynamics
and tensions within a social whole, in order to engage
with them and steer its transformation. A notion of to-
tality as a mutable whole, and the ‘dialectical thought’
that could conceive the latter, were thus seen to be integ-
ral to any genuinely radical theory. His personal notes
on strategy even state that it is ‘the same thing to think
dialectically and to think strategically’, insofar as ‘both
denote the totality’; both are ‘aspects of the thought of
praxis,which must act’.16 Thinking ‘dialectically’allowed
one to theorise a totality; theorising society as a totality
enabled strategic engagement with the moving forces
and shifting terrains of struggle within it.

The concept of spectacle enabled just such a concep-
tion of the social whole. It served to ‘unify and explain
a wide range of apparently disparate phenomena’17 as
aspects of one general problematic. And because that
problematic concerned the failures, struggles and possib-
ilities of an entire social formation, it enabled conceiving
modern society ‘in its totality’18 from an explicitly revolu-
tionary perspective, that is, from a perspective able to
express the shared desires, and to focus the resultant de-

mands and frustrations, of a specific historical moment.
‘[O]nly the revolutionary point of view’, he maintained,
‘can possess the meaning [sens, or orientation] of this
ensemble of phenomena’.19

In its grandest, most overtly Hegelian and hubristic
sense, Debord’s efforts to do this amounted to an attempt
to give conscious, theoretical voice to the movement of
history itself. His aim was to facilitate a condition in
which the historical movement of a social whole could be-
come a self-conscious and collectively self-determining
process. The hubris is tempered by the sense in which a
theory that purported to afford such a perspective could
only ever do so provisionally. It could be ‘only “the max-
imum of possible consciousness at this moment in soci-
ety”’,20 because only the unfolding of history could prove
it right. And this, to reiterate, is why Debord’s theory had
to be employed, like a work of strategy, in concrete praxis.
If it was not recognised, adopted and used fruitfully by
those whose conditions it meant to express, it would be
a failure, and could be deemed false or at least flawed.
Hence: ‘the critical theory of the spectacle can only be
true by uniting with the practical current of negation in
society’.21 As Debord put it in a letter of 1971:

... if the concept of spectacle is an error, the whole damn
book falls apart. However, as far as I am aware, there is no
better [book] on the subject that concerns us; a point that
takes us back to the fundamental question of conscious-
ness in history, and of what it does in it. For example,
[Marx’s] Capital is evidently true and false: essentially,
it is true, because the proletariat recognized it, although
quite badly (and thus also let its errors pass).22

I shall return to those alleged ‘errors’ later. But we
should note that the ideas sketched here inform the SI’s
contention, quoted earlier, that The Society of the Spec-
tacle’s analyses were marked from the very outset by an
‘a priori engagement’. The book was meant to articulate,
and assist, a ‘practical current of negation in society’ that
was already present, albeit lacking in clarity and focus.

The subject-object of history

We can take a further step towards characterising De-
bord’s position by noting that The Society of the Spectacle
owes a great deal to Georg Lukács’ History and Class Con-
sciousness – an influence evidenced by the sheer number
of quotations from Hegel and Marx that Debord appears
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to have taken from Lukács’ pages. This is perhaps unsur-
prising. Sections of that book started to appear in French
from the late 1950s onwards, at the time Debord was de-
veloping his mature theoretical ideas. By the early 1960s
Lukács’ book had acquired a degree of notoriety that no
doubt appealed to Debord, and its emphasis on trans-
formative, self-constitutive action accorded with the
ambience of French existentialism, twentieth-century
French Hegelianism and the legacies of Surrealism that
informed Debord’s developing views.

There is a striking resemblance between Lukács’ own
seminal account of ‘contemplative’ detachment and De-
bord’s account of ‘spectatorship’. In both cases, human
subjects find themselves confronted by, and situated in
a passive relationship towards, a seemingly immutable
and independent objective world; in both cases, this con-
dition is held to stem from the ubiquity of commodity re-
lations; and in both cases, this predicament is to be over-
come through revolutionary praxis, whereby those alien-
ated subjects are to take conscious, collective control of
their own objective existence. Moreover, although they
framed this in different ways, both Debord and Lukács
appear to have conceived revolutionary praxis as a con-
dition of subject-object unity.

Debord seems close, broadly speaking, to a rather tra-
ditional reading of History and Class Consciousness. On
such a reading, Lukács re-cast Hegel’s account of ‘Spirit’s’
ascent towards ‘Absolute Knowing’ as the emergence of
a self-conscious and self-determining revolutionary pro-
letariat. The latter, as subject, must come to recognise
that the seemingly independent and immutable object-
ive social world that confronts it is really the result of
its own activity. In so doing, the proletariat can begin
to comprehend and consciously employ its own trans-
formative agency, shaping its world and itself freely and
self-consciously as a subject-object unity. Communism is
construed as the actualisation of this condition through
collectively self-determining historical praxis.

The Society of the Spectacle owes a great deal to these
ideas. Compare, for example, the following lines. Firstly,
here is Lukács: ‘the proletariat’, he writes, must ‘become
the identical subject-object of history whose praxis will
change reality’.23 And now here is Debord: ‘As for the
subject of history, it can only be the self-production of
the living: the living becoming master and possessor of
its world – that is, of history – and coming to exist as

consciousness of its own activity [conscience de son jeu].’
‘The history shaped by this subject’, Debord writes, would
have ‘no goal [n’a pas d’objet] other than the effects it
works upon itself.’24 In both cases, the goal of revolution
is to allow human subjects to take conscious charge of
their own objective existence; and in both cases, this is
framed via an emphasis on history, or rather on the tem-
poral and social dimensions of the objective existence of
those human subjects.

The finer details of the distinctions between De-
bord’s ideas and those advanced in History and Class
Consciousness cannot be addressed here,25 but we should
at least note his distance from Lukács’ views on polit-
ical organisation. This brings us to the connection
between the concept of spectacle and the SI’s fierce anti-
authoritarianism.

Spectacle and authority

The concept of spectacle concerns the separation of the
power to shape and direct lived time from that power’s
producers. Such separation occurs when that power be-
comes fetishistically located within constructions that
emerge from the conduct of social life, and which come
to ensnare and restrict it within fixed patterns of activ-
ity. Debord’s chief concern in this regard was with a
society that had become structured and spellbound by
commodity relations. Yet the commodity was viewed as
only example of this very general problem: he and the
SI were opposed to any instance in which social groups
locate their collective powers and agency within reified
social structures. This informs the SI’s opposition to
dogma, ideology and religion, but also their rejection of
hierarchical structures, political leaders and revolution-
ary figureheads. All were treated with hostility, and so
too were all forms of representational social power li-
able to grow detached from their base (‘wherever there is
independent representation the spectacle reconstitutes
itself’).26 Hence Debord and the SI’s cautious enthusiasm
for anarchism,27 their wariness towards Leninism, and
their efforts to avoid becoming figureheads themselves
(‘pro-situs’ were condemned as ‘enthusiastic spectators
of the SI’);28 and hence also Debord’s deep distaste for
Lukács’ enthusiastic visions of the Party.

Despite The Society of the Spectacle’s debts to Lukács,
the book’s only direct references to him are an epigraph
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and a single set of damning remarks. Debord writes
that Lukács’ ‘endless self-repudiations’, conducted in
response to the Russian bureaucracy, proved him to be a
prime example of the ‘despicable’ nature of the intellec-
tuals of his century. Lukács had shown himself to be ‘an
ideologue speaking in the name of the power most grossly
external to the proletarian movement’; ‘a power that dis-
owns and suppresses its lackeys’, and which amounted to
the very ‘opposite’ of ‘what he [Lukács] had supported in
History and Class Consciousness.’29 A genuine condition
of subject-object unity, Debord held, could not involve
any reliance on such an ‘externality’. It could only take
the form of social life governing and shaping itself dir-
ectly.

Federated workers’ councils were viewed as the best
available means of achieving such a condition. Debord
did not view such councils as a perfect or permanent
solution to the problem of social organisation, and his
enthusiasm for councilism did not stem from an uncrit-
ical view of labour.30 The councils were only viewed as
the best available initial means of managing a complex
post-revolutionary society whilst minimising hierarchy
and representative political power. Nonetheless, The So-
ciety of the Spectacle contains eulogistic statements such
as the following:

In the power of the Councils, which must internationally
supplant all other power, the proletarian movement is its
own product and this product is the producer himself. He
is to himself his own goal. Only there is the spectacular
negation of life negated in its turn.31

Or again: ‘the power of the Councils’ can ‘be effective
only if it transforms existing conditions in their entirety’,
and it ‘cannot assign itself a smaller task if it wants
to be recognized and to recognise itself in its world’.32

Through such forms of organisation, a mode of social life
could be established that would be ‘inseparable from a
coherent intervention in history’.33

Hegel andMarx

I have proposed that The Society of the Spectacle should be
understood as a work of ‘dialectical, strategic thought’;34

that it was written with the intention that its ideas should
be actualised in praxis; and that the political project
that it sought to articulate was that of rendering ‘his-
torical life’ a self-conscious and self-determinate affair

through the practical instantiation of a condition of
subject-object unity. It is perhaps no wonder, then, that
Debord once remarked that ‘one cannot fully compre-
hend [The Society of the Spectacle] without Marx, and
especially Hegel’.35

Hegel is ‘especially’ significant because Debord un-
derstood him as having made a huge contribution to-
wards articulating ‘the thought of history’, that is, to-
wards clarifying and setting out a mode of thought cap-
able of grasping the conflictual dynamics of historical
change. Yet Debord’s Hegel fell short of casting that
mode of thought as a means of actually making history.
For Debord, Hegel presented human history as directed
by a ‘supreme external agent’,36 and as having reached
a conclusion in the society of his own day; and despite
setting out an inherently mobile mode of thought, well
suited to thinking the world’s transformation, he had
locked it within a purportedly final and static metaphys-
ical system. (Debord’s reading of Hegel is, of course,
highly questionable.) Marx’s extraction of a ‘rational ker-
nel’ from the ‘mystical shell’37 of Hegel’s work was thus
viewed as the removal of that dynamic mode of thought
from the fixity and conservatism of the Hegelian system;
a removal that allowed the ‘realisation’ of philosophy in
concrete praxis, and thus that of dialectical thought as
practical strategic thought. The famed Marxian ‘inver-
sion’ of Hegel was thereby understood as a reversal of
perspective, insofar as Hegel’s retrospective vision of a
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completed past was replaced with an attempt to make
the future. That attempt, for Debord, constituted the
real core and lasting significance of Marx’s entire oeuvre.
‘Marx’s project’, for Debord, was ‘the project of a con-
scious history’.38

Many of these ideas are encapsulated in the follow-
ing claims, which are taken from a letter of 1969, and
which draw heavily on Marx’s final thesis on Feuerbach.
‘The philosophers’, before Marx, Debord writes, ‘had in-
terpreted the world as a given block’. Hegel, however,
made a significant advance: he ‘interpreted concrete
change, the world constituting itself in its own history’.
Yet Hegel remained at the level of ‘philosophy’, and thus
of ‘interpretation’, because he ‘reduced’ that process of
transformation to the ‘project of the Spirit’, and so ‘re-
mained a philosopher’ confronted by ‘an external history’.
Or, in other words: Hegel, for Debord, fell short of the
very subject-object unity that his own work had espoused,
because he had failed to grasp that the real locus of that
unity could not lie in a metaphysical construct, but only
in the self-constitution of collective social life. Marx had
contributed towards remedying this by indicating that
the ‘critique of Hegelianism’ should lead directly towards
recognising the need ‘to take an active part in history’.39

It may be useful to place the foregoing in relation
to the current interest in reading Debord’s theory as
echoing aspects of contemporary Marxist value theory.40

These readings often focus on the German Neue Marx-
Lektüre and Wertkritik schools, which developed roughly
around the same time as Debord’s theory. There is no
direct line of influence between the SI and this material,
but there are certainly echoes and resemblances.41 This
has fostered a growing interest in treating The Society of
the Spectacle as a description of a world shaped by the
commodity relations theorised in Capital, and that in
turn has encouraged attempts to understand Debord’s
Hegelian Marxism in ways that centre around Marx’s use
of Hegel’s Logic in Capital.42 This kind of approach can
be very fruitful indeed, not least because it can point
towards ways of developing Debord’s ideas beyond his
own rather schematic formulations on the topic. Yet al-
though this offers an excellent means of identifying what
is important in Debord’s work today, it seems to differ
somewhat from what Debord himself felt to be of primary
importance.43

Capital’s account of the fetishistic subordination of

human subjects to their own objective creations is cer-
tainly crucial to The Society of the Spectacle, and it merits
serious study; but as Debord himself pointed out, prac-
tically all of his book’s references to Marx are taken from
earlier texts, produced between 1843 and 1846.44 His use
of Hegel is similar. As his archived reading notes show,
he did indeed engage with Hegel’s mature Logic, but in a
rather cursory fashion, and he appears to have been far
more concerned with the romantic themes of dynamism,
movement and collective ‘life’ set out in Hegel’s Phe-
nomenology and earlier writings.45 When viewed from
what I take to be Debord’s perspective, prioritising The
Society of the Spectacle’s account of capitalist value would
run the risk of prioritising its claims about modern soci-
ety, potentially at the cost of his own emphasis on stra-
tegic intervention.

This brings us to the primary errors that Debord
ascribed to Marx’s work, and to elements of Marxism:
namely, that of privileging economic analysis over the
theorisation of revolutionary action. In chapter four of
The Society of the Spectacle, Debord argues that the fail-
ure of the 1848 revolutions sent Marx in search of a ‘sci-
entific’ and lawlike account of the capitalist present and
its immanent end. This laid a basis for a focus on the
determination of historical events by the economy; a
focus that ‘obscured his [Marx’s] historical thought’,46

and which marred his ‘theoretical legacy to the work-
ers’ movement’.47 Subsequent Marxist theorists could
then ‘patiently study economic development’ and thus
adopt a ‘contemplative’ approach to a history purportedly
made and ruled by the economy. The ‘advent of the sub-
ject of history was consequently set back even further’,
whilst ‘revolutionary practice ... tended to be thrust out
of theory’s field of vision altogether’.48 This effectively
replicated the very problem that needed to be resolved:
the governance of social and historical life by its own
constructions.49

So, for Debord, and despite their great contributions,
both Hegel and Marx could be criticised for retaining a
‘contemplative’ approach to history, insofar as aspects of
their work reflected and naturalised history’s determin-
ation by forces other than human agency (Spirit on the
one hand, the economy on the other). Nonetheless, he
also held that their work contained vital resources for
thinking the movement and conduct of social life.

This can be illustrated by Debord’s personal reading
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notes on Hyppolite’s Studies on Marx and Hegel, which
include the following quotation:

In the [early] Logic of Jena, Hegel thinks of infinity as
a dialectical relation of the one and the many, but we
can recognise in this logical dialectic the very idea of life.
Reciprocally, life is this dialectic itself, and life forces the
Spirit to think dialectically.50

Significantly, Debord wrote in the margin of this note
‘a contrario la non vie’.51 A ‘living’, dynamic ‘dialectical
relation of the one and the many’ contrasts with the con-
dition of generalised ‘non-life’ described in The Society of
the Spectacle: a condition of fragmentation, isolation and
submission to reified norms, engendered by the articu-
lation of social life through commodity relations. Two
points can be made here. First, the quotation accords
with Debord’s indications that ‘historical life’ is somehow
dialectical in nature. ‘[H]istory is dialectic’, he wrote, and
a ‘dialectician … possesses the intelligence of the real’.52

Second, it is not just the experience of the conduct of so-
cial life itself that ‘forces the Spirit [i.e. collective social
life] to think dialectically’, and to thereby come to know
its own movement; a contrario, this is prompted within
modern society by the existential deficiencies engendered
by the ‘autonomous movement of the non-living’.53

These ideas, I would suggest, inform Debord’s claim
that the experience of modern life obliges ‘workers’ to
‘become dialecticians’.54 If they were to respond to its
existential poverty and govern their own collective lives
in the absence of spectacular representation, they would
need take up ‘dialectical, strategic thought’ in order to
comprehend and direct the history that their own social
agency creates. Modern life, it seems, was held to have
both enabled and prompted such a perspective, due to the
degree to which it had not only foregrounded society’s
vast capacities to shape lived experience, and to mould
historical events, but because it had also separated its
populace from the ability to consciously and collectively
employ those capacities. Hence his détournement of The
Communist Manifesto: because ‘human beings have ...
been thrust into history’, they ‘find themselves obliged
to view their relationships in a clear-eyed manner’,55 and
to thereby adopt the same ‘dialectical’ and ‘strategic’ per-
spective on historical life that Debord’s book sought to
articulate. This then brings us to the book’s ambitious
account of its own conditions of possibility.

Time and spectacle

The Society of the Spectacle rests on a philosophical an-
thropology that was influenced by Hegel, Marx and ex-
istentialism.56 It treats human beings as historical, so-
cial and self-authoring creatures. We are held to shape
ourselves and our world through the social actions and
experiences that we conduct and undergo in time. But
the book also holds that this capability for historical self-
determination has been instantiated and understood in
more or less adequate ways in differing socio-historical
circumstances. The ‘temporalisation of man [sic]’, De-
bord claimed, is ‘effected through the mediation of a so-
ciety’.57 Our experience of our own existence and agency
in time, in other words, is shaped by the social structures
that we inhabit.

This appears to rest on the following premises. First:
social power – that is, the power available to the inhab-
itants of a given social structure – is predicated upon
the activity and organisation of a society. Second: such
power is, therefore, in some sense collective. And third:
this power is, ultimately, the power to shape history.
After all, the power available to a society, or to individu-
als within it, is the power to govern what happens in time,
and to shape how events, actions and possibilities are
understood. This is why Debord writes that ‘To reflect on
history is, inseparably, to reflect on power [pouvoir].’58 His
point seems to be that history – in the sense of human
awareness of actions and events in time – is always made
and told in ways that are articulated by the operation of
social power.

The very possibility of this book – a book that at-
tempts to articulate the revolutionary demands of its
moment by framing ‘historical time’ as both ‘the milieu
and goal of the proletarian revolution’59 – seems to be
premised on the view that modern society’s revolutionary
dilemma had clearly revealed this ontological condition,
showing it in a light that was unavailable in the past.
This is presented via an extraordinarily bold philosophy
of history that casts the radical demands of Debord’s
present as revealing the buried core of all previous social
struggles.

Much of this is set out in the book’s fifth chapter,
which describes the differing conceptions of time en-
abled by a series of different socio-economic formations,
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and which casts them as developmental steps towards a
full awareness of humanity’s self-constitutive and histor-
ical nature afforded by Debord’s present. The chapter’s
narrative begins with the ‘cyclical’ time of the very earli-
est human societies, in which the experience of temporal
change is governed by the seasons, and in which, due
to the absence of writing, memory lasts no longer than
the memory of the present generation. Into this simple
perpetual present, the division of labour, fostered by ag-
riculture and surplus, introduces new possibilities for
social change and a more complex sense of temporality.
Significantly, Debord introduces class at this point: a
distinction is drawn between those who enable the life
of a community and those who direct this life.60 The
central idea here appears to be that the division of labour
affords historical change in a manner that had previously
been unavailable, but that it also entails the separation
of an increasingly mutable history from those whose
social activity enables its existence. This separation is
then traced throughout the rest of the chapter’s narrat-
ive, which takes in Ancient China, Greece, medieval and
renaissance societies, the rise of the bourgeoisie and the
temporality of capitalist society.

Capitalism is described as dispersing a new sense
of historically differentiated time throughout society.
Industry, technology and commerce inaugurate an in-
creased sense of humanity’s capacity to shape its world.
That capacity still remains removed from its producers,
however, because the ‘qualitative use of life’ becomes
increasingly shaped by the quantitative abstractions of
labour time.61 Historical time thus becomes more obvi-
ous and universal, but only via the subordination of lived
interactions to the demands of an autonomous economy.
So, whilst historical change becomes more prominent,
it also becomes more removed from conscious control.
As Debord puts it: ‘the bourgeoisie unveiled irreversible
historical time and imposed it on society only to deprive
society of its use’.62 This, I would suggest, is why the
book’s celebrated fourth chapter, which discusses the
history of the workers’ movement, begins in the immedi-
ate aftermath of the bourgeois revolutions.63 The modern
revolutionary project, for Debord, is essentially aimed
at grasping the new historical time afforded by the so-
cial, cultural and technological capacities of capitalist
society.

As noted earlier, Debord indicates that the articu-

lation of social life through commodity relations in his
own present had demonstrated, explicitly, that modern
society possessed a tremendous capacity to shape and
structure lived social experience; but, by the same token,
it also meant the extreme separation of that power from
the direct control of its producers. He thus writes that
‘though separated from his product, man [sic] is more and
more, and ever more powerfully, the producer of every
detail of his world’, and yet ‘the closer his life comes to
being his own creation, the more drastically he is cut
off from that life’.64 Modern capitalist culture had thus
foregrounded the problem that lay, in nuce, within the
very first division of labour: namely, the separation of
historical change from its producers.

This then means that the predicament posed by mod-
ern society was held to have revealed a problem that
could now be identified, retrospectively, throughout the
past. There is textual evidence to support this. Debord
consistently located the emergence of spectacular soci-
ety in the early decades of the twentieth century, but he
seems to have understood this as a clearer, fuller, expres-
sion of something much older. He states in The Society of
the Spectacle that ‘all separate power has been spectacu-
lar’;65 that ‘at the root of the spectacle lies the oldest of
all social specialisations, the specialisation of power’;66

and that ‘power draped itself in the outward garb of a
mythical order from the very beginning’.67 A letter of
1971 even states that the spectacle has its roots in an-
tiquity, and that it appeared in its ‘completed form’ (my
emphasis) around ‘1914–20’.68

The ‘new’ proletariat

This purported clarification of the stakes of revolutionary
struggle enabled by Debord’s context also entailed a new
characterisation of the revolutionary class. In Capital,
Marx indicates that capitalist social relations render the
inhabitants of society subordinate to the dictates of their
own economic system. Although he clearly held that
‘the capitalist is just as enslaved by the relationships of
capitalism as is his opposite pole, the worker’, insofar as
both are required to play the roles assigned to them by
this economic system, Marx stressed that these roles in-
volve private ownership of the means of production, and
that the worker and the capitalist thus experienced this
enslavement ‘in a quite different manner’.69 For Marx,
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the proletariat are all those who have been separated
from the possibility of producing their own means of
subsistence independently, and who must perform wage-
labour to maintain their existence. This then means that
the general problem of fetishism – the subordination of
society as a whole to the demands of its economy – is
addressed in a manner that centres around the miseries
of the proletariat and their impetus towards overcoming
capitalist social relations.

Debord and the SI, however, were located within a
version of capitalism that had seemingly remedied the
nineteenth-century poverty that exercised Marx. More
accurately, it had transported that poverty overseas. This
relative affluence prompted questions concerning the
motivation for revolt. The SI’s answer was to contend
that,within the advanced capitalist societies, a new,more
existential form of poverty had come to the fore; one that
foregrounded the sense in which the general problem
of fetishism pertains to all. The ‘new’ proletariat, they
claimed, were not just all those who had been separated
from the means of maintaining their lives, but rather all
those who had been separated from the means of direct-
ing their lives. This new, effectively class-less proletariat
was vast – Debord writes of ‘the proletarianisation of the
world’70 – because it was held to be composed of all those
who, ‘regardless of variation in their degree of affluence’,
have ‘no possibility of altering the social space-time that
society allots to them’.71 The nature of the new prolet-
ariat therefore corresponded to the changed stakes of the
new revolution: access to history, not just to material
goods.

This new poverty had foregrounded and clarified
the basically temporal nature of the stakes of all social
struggle. It seems that, in Debord’s view, every demand
for greater liberty, the amelioration of poverty and free
time had essentially been a demand for increased self-
determination, however those demands may have been
construed in the past; and in consequence, all prior re-
volutionary efforts contained, implicit within them, a
‘simple, unforgettable core’ that had finally been revealed
by the commodified malaise of Debord’s own moment.
This ‘unforgettable core’ was now expressed in the new
proletariat’s demand ‘to live the historical time that it
creates’.72 The true face of the temporal class division
that emerges, in Debord’s historical narrative, from the
very first social division of labour was now in full view;

hence his claim that the predicament posed by spectac-
ular society ‘leads the revolutionary project to become
visibly what it always was essentially’.73

This carries a significant corollary. If the problem
thus revealed is not reducible to capitalist social relations,
then the destruction of capitalism would not guarantee
its final resolution. Spectacle – or some other version of
the problem of separated social power – could reoccur
in the future. This would happen if the revolutionary
project pursued or established anything other than fluid,
revisable and non-hierarchical forms of social organisa-
tion, and indeed if it employed such forms of organisa-
tion within revolutionary struggle. Debord’s historical
moment, and the failures of the past, had revealed a cent-
ral insight: revolutionaries, as he put it, ‘can no longer
combat alienation with alienated forms of struggle’.74

Theory in thewar of time

The Society of the Spectacle’s analysis of its own present
is predicated on an ontology that is in turn supported
by a philosophy of history. It sets out a view of history
that had been made possible by a particular moment in
history; a moment, moreover, in which the need to make
history had become a particularly pressing concern. Yet
as we saw earlier, the validity of its claims, and thus that
of its visions of its past and present, could only be ascer-
tained through its application in praxis. To put that more
bluntly: the entire intellectual edifice outlined here was
constructed as a means of framing the predicament posed
by Debord’s present, and its validity depends entirely on
its success in that regard.

The Society of the Spectacle was intended to give the-
oretical voice to the revolutionary struggle of its own
day. It was not intended to do so from a position outside
and ‘external’ to that political movement. If it remained
in such a position, it could hope to be no more than a
description of that movement, or a set of didactic instruc-
tions directed towards it, rather than that movement’s
own immanent theoretical expression. Rather like the
role of the party for Lukács, the role of theory for Debord
is to mediate the relation between those whose social
activity enables historical life, and the self-determinate
conduct of that life. But it can assume no prior authority:
its merits can only be established practically, through the
extent to which it is recognised and employed fruitfully
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by those whose situation it endeavours to explain. If this
does not take place, the theory must be as flawed as any
faulty battle plan; and if it stands at one remove from
concrete action, lays claim to some sort of timeless valid-
ity, or imposes dictates and putatively ‘correct’ ideas, it
can only be a ‘contemplative’ and false representation of
the revolutionary movement of its time.

These ideas entail that The Society of the Spectacle’s
analyses must be specific to its own historical moment.
This is usually overlooked. The temptation to use the
book as a critical sociological description of modern so-
ciety fosters an understandable desire to claim that the
book’s relevance has only increased since its publication
in 1967. But such claims sit rather uncomfortably along-
side statements such as this:

The petty people of the present age seem to believe that
I have approached things by way of theory, that I am a
builder of theory – a sort of sagely architecture which
they imagine they need only move in to as soon as they
know its address, and which, ten years later, they might
even modify a little by shuffling a few sheets of paper, so
as to achieve the definitive perfection of the theory that
will effectuate their salvation. But theories are only made
to die in the war of time. Like military units, they must
be sent into battle at the right moment; and whatever
their merits or insufficiencies, we can only use those that
are available in the time that they are needed. They have
to be replaced because they are continually being worn
out – by their decisive victories even more than by their
partial defeats.75

No instance of radical theory, for Debord, can ever hope
to remain true beyond the moment in which it is meant to
intervene. Celebrating and preserving a theory, and im-
posing it upon subsequent moments, would only render
it a reified image of the agency that it purported to artic-
ulate.

Moreover, The Society of the Spectacle could now be
judged to be ‘false’, given that it heralded a revolution
that never came. Debord denied this, and in the years
that followed the book’s publication, he declared that
history had only continued to prove him right. In 1979,
he wrote of ‘the confirmation all my [book’s] theses en-
counter’,76 and in 1992, he stated that ‘the continued
unfolding of our epoch has merely confirmed and further
illustrated the theory of the spectacle’.77 But this posi-
tion was maintained by focussing on the extent to which
he had correctly predicted trends in the development of

capitalist society, rather than revolutionary praxis, and
as the revolutionary potential of May 1968 retreated into
the past, a growing sense of lost possibility entered De-
bord’s work. This informs his Comments on the Society of
the Spectacle of 1988: a book that argued that the con-
tradictions identified in 1967 had deepened, but in ways
that rendered social change more difficult.

One of the ways in which we might now approach this
material is to address it in this vein. Once the ‘strategic’
notion of praxis that subtends the book is reconstructed,
it could be read critically on its own terms: a political
and historical study could then relate the theory’s devel-
opment and articulation to the social contexts in which it
sought to intervene, and questions could be asked about
its adoption and use by those whose struggles it sought
to facilitate.78 But I do not think that this is the only
option. Once that reconstruction has been conducted,
it also becomes possible to treat the model thus pro-
duced as an object of critical enquiry in its own right,
that is, to view these ideas about temporality, social life
and normativity independently from Debord’s own ambi-
tions. This would entail drawing out and addressing the
‘philosophical’ foundations that the purportedly ‘stra-
tegic’ dimensions of his theory rest upon.

Those ideas merit criticism regardless of their effic-
acy in praxis. The historical narrative described above
is concerned with social power and domination, but it
has almost nothing to say about the history of slavery,
and it is completely silent about race and gender. It is
also profoundly Eurocentric; an issue sharpened by De-
bord’s insistence on the significance of ‘Hegel, Marx [and]
Feuerbach’ and the dilemmas raised in ‘modern Western
poetry and art’ for a global revolution.79 In addition, De-
bord’s conception of revolution qua subject-object unity
can, at times, resemble a secularised but nonetheless
furious holy war: an utterly uncompromising campaign
dedicated to eradicating all forms of separated power,
wherever they might arise.80 Perhaps the theory’s op-
position to flawed normative structures and its openness
to critical revision provides grounds for addressing such
omissions and concerns. And perhaps, moreover, it con-
tains resources that could be drawn out of Debord’s work
and developed independently. At the very least, the dif-
ficult ontological questions posed by his conception of
praxis deserve further consideration and discussion, and
that inevitably means drawing the ‘philosopher’ out of
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the ‘strategist’ to some degree. Regardless of whether or
not such avenues are or indeed should be pursued, the
intent of the reading set out here has been to go at least
some way towards placing Debord’s commitment to re-
volution at the centre of his theory, and thereby towards
justifying his cherished ‘bad reputation’.81
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